11-Night Wilderness Frontier Explorer | Cruisetour 4B (Southbound)

4-night, pre-cruise, escorted land tour to Fairbanks (2 nights) and Denali (2 nights), followed by a 7-night Southbound Alaska and Hubbard Glacier cruise onboard Radiance of the Seas.

2019 DEPARTURES — May 20, June 3 & 17, July 1, 15 & 29, August 12 & 26

With two nights in both Denali and Fairbanks, this 11-night vacation allows you to experience more of wild Alaska and the state’s gold rush heritage.

**DAY 1 – MONDAY | Fairbanks**
- From the airport, your transfer (included) brings you to your hotel to meet your Adventure Specialist. The Golden Heart City, with its lively summer ambience and evening sun, is then yours to explore. Overnight at Pike’s Waterfront Lodge.

**DAY 2 – TUESDAY | Fairbanks**
- After a brief city tour, discover gold-rush history, local heritage and only-in-Alaska culture while panning for gold at the landmark Gold Dredge 8 mining operation and cruising the Chena River on an old-fashioned sternwheeler.
- From 5:00 p.m., your time is your own. Consult your Adventure Specialist for personalized recommendations. Overnight at Pike’s Waterfront Lodge.

**DAY 3 – WEDNESDAY | Fairbanks | Denali**
- The deluxe motor coach transports you to the train station where you’ll board the glass-domed cars of the Wilderness Express® for the scenic rail journey to Denali.
- From 3:30 p.m., Denali is yours to explore. Your Adventure Specialist can recommend optional activities, from guided hikes to adventures like flightseeing or rafting down the Nenana River. Overnight at Denali Park Village.

**DAY 4 – THURSDAY | Denali**
- Start your day venturing deep into the park, scouting the forest and tundra for native wildlife, on the Tundra Wilderness Tour.
- After your tour, your time in Denali is your own. Stroll the walking trails or chat with a ranger at the museum-like visitor center. Overnight at Denali Park Village.

**DAY 5 – FRIDAY | Denali | Anchorage | Seward**
- Travel in the deluxe motor coach from the wilds to the big city, where you’ll have time to stroll around downtown Anchorage and enjoy lunch on your own.
- Admire the sparkling waters of the glacier-carved Turnagain Arm and the forest-covered mountains of the Chugach on the road to Seward, where you’ll board the ship.

**DAY 5-12 – CRUISE | 7-night sailing from Seward to Vancouver**

*All Alaska Cruisetour arrival times are tentative. The tour component of your escorted Cruisetour vacation is comprised of included experiences, lodging and transportation as described, with itineraries subject to change. Optional excursions are not included. Meals are not included unless specified as an inclusion. All properties are subject to change for properties of a similar quality.

The Evening Aurora Pursuit optional excursion may be booked with this departure date. Maximizing your chances of seeing the Northern Lights, it is available for an additional fee through your Adventure Specialist. Space is guaranteed.